Across
5. sorry for what one has done
8. prefix meaning "beforehand," "front," or "before"
9. shy
10. too attentive to a superior or too submissive
12. a yield or product; an amount produced
14. a bad happening, misfortune, unlucky accident, or mischance
16. prefix meaning "too," "excessively," "over," "beyond"
17. to get the better of by being more clever
19. stubborn in believing only in one's own opinion
20. to lead astray or deceive
22. prefix meaning "beyond," "out," "more than," "longer (faster, better) than"
23. the front matter preceding the text of a book
24. out for revenge or unforgiving
25. an ancestor or forefather
26. stingy or cheap
27. optimistic or hopeful in a confident manner
28. disbelieving or not easily convinced
29. unselfish
30. calm or unemotional
31. prefix meaning "bad," "badly," "wrong," or "wrongly"
32. looking or sounding as if it belongs to a foreign land beyond ours
34. quick to find fault
35. a feeling of coming trouble
36. to lose

Down
1. easily deceived or tricked
2. prejudiced or unfairly influenced
3. too sure of oneself; excessively confident
4. to be more important than; outweigh
6. domineering over others
7. lazy
11. rash or impulsive
13. to grow too large for
14. a wicked or bad act
15. sociable or outgoing
18. not capable of reasoning or senseless
19. excessively noisy or unruly
21. prideful or stuck-up
22. to cover over completely; overpower; overthrow; crush
23. to indicate beforehand
33. bold or unafraid